Books:

Slavery, Sugar, and the Culture of Refinement: Picturing the British West Indies, 1700-1840, Yale University Press, 2008


Articles in Books (all peer or editorially reviewed)


Revised reversion of “Curiosities, Commodities and Transplanted Bodies in Hans Sloane’s Natural History of Jamaica (see below), pp. 85-105.” In An Economy of Colour: Visual Culture and the Atlantic World, 1660-1820


Revised and enlarged version of "Dido versus the Pirates: Turner's Carthaginian Paintings and the Sublimation of Colonial Desire" (see below), pp. 281-60. In Prospects for the Nation: Recent Essays on British Landscape, 1780-1880.
Articles in Refereed Journals:

“Curiosities, Commodities and Transplanted Bodies in Hans Sloane’s *Natural History of Jamaica,*” *William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd* series, 56:1 (January 2000), pp. 35-78


Book Reviews:


Online review of *Picturing Imperial Power* by Beth Tobin, in the College Art Association’s CAA Reviews ([http://www.caareviews.org/reviews/tobin/html](http://www.caareviews.org/reviews/tobin/html)) September, 1999

